[Multifocal visual evoked potential in retinitis pigmentosa and its comparison with visual field].
To investigate the characteristics of the multifocal visual evoked potential (mfVEP) and to evaluate the potential of mfVEP as a way of objective perimetry in retinitis pigmentosa (RP). The mfVEPs were obtained by using VERIS 4.9 visual evoked response imaging system for 12 RP patients (19 eyes) and 15 normal control subjects (30 eyes). The stimulative field consisted of 60 sectors in a dartboard configuration, the visual angle of one side was 26 degrees. The amplitude sums of P1 wave of the first slice of the second order kernel from patients with RP were compared with values from control subjects. The central 30 degrees visual fields were obtained in the RP patients. Correlation between sensitivity sums of visual field and amplitude sums of P1 wave was performed in the same area. The amplitude sums of P1 wave decreased significantly at all rings in RP group compared with those of normal control group (P < 0.05). Except for inferior ring 1 and inferior ring 2, there was correlation between sensitivity sums of visual field and amplitude sums of P1 wave at the other rings (P < 0.05). There was a certain correlation between visual field and mfVEP. The mfVEP can be a method to evaluate visual function objectively in RP.